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« It is the universal language of 
mankind »

  ~Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
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Before you start……



Listen
• Rock
• Heavy metal
• Rap
• Jazz
• Classical
• Funk
• Soul
• Pop



Vocabulary
Underline the words/ phrases that refer only to music 

the singer 

the singer’s voice the singer’s music

the song,
 the album

acting

Catchy tunes

plot

the lyrics 

script

Top 5

My favourite album is…
…is the album by…
He /She is well-known in…
The most famous song from the album is…

Riddle



 Pronunciation Guide 
Clarinet
Maracas
Saxophone
Drum
Tambourine
Piano
Guitar
Flute
Violin
Xylophone 





Reading
Look at the text. Is it a CD cover? a review of a CD? the lyrics 
to a song? Read the text and complete the factfile. 

Artist

Genre

Best single

On the chart for

Rating



Reading       Speaking
Reading for specific information. Ex.4,p.70.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Worksheets
Find in the text what adjectives the critic uses to describe:
the singer, the singer’s voice, the singer’s music, the lyrics, the 

song, the album.

Act out the dialogue                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  Changing Tastes                                    
Warm Up Work with a partner.
Conversation Practice with a partner.
.



Speaking
Use the words to make sentences about your tastes in 

music.
  Do you like music? - I like rock music.  She doesn’t like opera.  
  I play folk music .
  What kind of music do you like? 
  Are there many people fond of music? 
   Does music help you? 
   Who is your favourite singer? 
   Did you go to the musical school?
   Do you play any musical instruments?
   What instrument would you like to play?



Grammar   Word 
formation

Test  ссылка



influences 
our mood

is 
entertainme

nt
and 

pleasure

has 
incredible 

power

reduces the 
stress

of being ill

improves 
our memory

reduces pain

is useful for
 our health 

and
 learning

helps to 
relax
and 
to 

concentrate

is useful
 for our 

body
 and mind

Music



Writing       Portfolio

a CD 

revie

wHomework
Ex.6  Page 70



Рефлексия
I really like it.
I think it’s quite 
boring.
I love it.
I think it’s OK.
I really hate it.

I love it.
I think it’s OK.
I really hate it.
It’s my favourite.
I quite enjoy it.
I’m not very keen on it.
I don’t like it very much.
It’s wonderful.

I think it’s fantastic.I’m not very    interested in it.It’s quite enjoyable



Thank you for your 
attention


